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WELCOME TO
THE NOBLE
CENTRE
Imperio is proud to present a new award
winning landmark for the business world of
Limassol. Noble Centre, awarded as the Best
Office Development in Europe, is the ultimate
destination for new and established companies
who wish to conduct their business in the right
environment, one which will add value to their
organisations and team members.
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garden in the sky
fifth floor
bar and restaurant
330 sq m

office space
fourth floor
430 sq m

office space
third floor
430 sq m

office space
second floor
430 sq m

office space
first floor
430 sq m

retail space

ground floor & mezzanine
472 sq m
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THE PERFECT
SPACE FOR
BUSINESS
This impressive business tower combines
superior architectural design and state-of-the-art
technology. Designed with innovative facilities,
provides unique spaces with contemporary glass
facades. These sound-insulating surfaces of glass
give the impression that you are located far from
the hustle and bustle of Limassol, while being right
in the middle of it.
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GARDEN
IN THE SKY
A private rooftop club space, inspired by the
olive groves that Cyprus is famous for. The
perfect place to work or meet during the day, or
relax in the evening and watch the sunset.
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GREEN AT
ITS HEART
A swathe of greenery cuts through the very heart
of the building, drawing light and life into every
office space.
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a word from
the architect
The distinctive shape of the building is a response
to the shape of the plot and its prime location
being at a crossroad of two main commercial
streets. By placing all supporting uses to the North
it allows panoramic views towards the city centre
and the sea. At the centre of the building a 3m gap
runs through the building creating stepped terraces
and at the same time hanging gardens which are
accessible and visible from the offices.
The outer layer of the building is a three
dimensional combination of glazing, thermal panels,
shading panels, horizontal and vertical movable
panels. All these elements are held together by the
regular and identical strong horizontal concrete
floors which protrude 1m beyond the glazing skin.
Looking for a language to accommodate the
various environmental needs and retain a flexible
design, we turned to a familiar aesthetic language
used on public and domestic buildings in Cyprus
in the 60s and early 70s. During this period,
architects, strongly influenced by the international
modern movement, were expressing the horizontal
structure of their buildings by protruding slightly
the floors and arranging the various elements,
walls, windows, shading devices from floor to
floor according to the internal arrangements.
This approach adopted and expanded gave us a
solution to the various needs and at the same time
continuity to the local architectural expression.
Pavlos Antoniades,
UDS Architects + Designers
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GREEN DESIGN
The open plan of the office space together with
the movable glazing/thermal panels on the
perimeter walls allow for various layouts to fit any
need of the end user, without interfering on the
elevations. The central terrace ensures that no
internal position is more than 8 meters away from
natural air and light and at the same time acts as
a cooling area during the long summer months.
All the auxiliary uses are positioned on the North
side of the building together with the vertical
movement within the building, leaving free all the
available views towards the town and the sea.
On the roof a number of mechanical equipment
are positioned behind screens on the North side
and the rest of the roof is used as a communal
client entairtainment facility with facilities for the
wellbeing of the employees.
Interchangeable thermal panels and glazing
allows different office layouts on each floor and
easy change of layout as needs change
SUMMER

WINTER

The diagram shows the
double skin configuration of
external envelope with vertical blinds and panels predominantly to the East and West
where the sun is low.

On the South side of the building an
arrangement of vertical blinds and
panels blocks the sun during summer when it is high and allows some
sun to enter during the cold months
of winter, when the sun is low.
2

3

Air Movement

4
5

3

Views

1. Vertical external shading panels
2. Vertical blinds
3. Horizontal shades
4. Interchangeable thermal 5cm
panels with extruded polystyrene
5. Low layer double glazing

Light
Access
Shading Devices
Auxiliary Areas
Office Space
Garden Area

1
4

2
5

1
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TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION
The changing weather conditions throughout the year, and
the various positions of the sun during both the summer
and winter days posed a serious architectural challenge.
The innovative idea of the double skin facade handles the
challenges perfectly, allocating a very flexible interior design
which could change at any given moment without essentially
affecting the exterior architecture, and at the same time,
keeps all maintenance costs to the minimum.
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PRIME
LOCATION
The location of Noble Centre has excellent
transportation routes and is convenient for businesses
of all types, with efficient communication facilities and
modern infrastructure. It is located on the junction of
the most desirable commercial avenues of Limassol;
Macedonias avenue and Omirou avenue.
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THE
DEVELOPER
Imperio has redefined modern living in Limassol
over the past few years, creating award-winning
properties that offer a sophisticated lifestyle,
superior design and incomparable value.
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PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
To ensure that Noble Centre provides the highest
possible quality of environment, Imperio has
appointed its respected property management
team to oversee the maintenance of the building.
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ENERGY
PERFORMANCE
Imperio’s Environmental Policy aims at the drastic
reduction of CO2 emissions through the design and
construction of Energy Efficient Properties.
Noble Centre is using the appropriate thermal
insulating materials to cope with European and
local directives in achieving increased energy
efficiency, resulting in a substantial reduction in the
running expenses of the building and, at the same
time, contributing to a greener environment.
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South Section

Macedonias Avenue

Office 401 includes a garden and veranda of 19m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

Office 301 includes a garden and veranda of 26m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

Office 201 includes a garden and veranda of 31m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

Office 101 includes a garden and veranda of 42m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

The building offers over 470m2 of retail
space on the ground floor.

Noble Centre offers 34 covered parkings over
the 2 underground floors (16 on Basement -1 and 18 on
Basement -2) with the potential of increasing them to 49
with the aid of mechanical parking system.
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40.47m

28.46m

Shop 1

Shop 2

GROUND
FLOOR
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The building offers over 472 sq metres of retail
space on the ground floor.

33.7m

Lift

Lift

Veranda

Office 101

19m

Veranda

FIRST
FLOOR
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Office 101 includes a garden and veranda of 36m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

33.7m

Lift

Lift

Veranda

Office 201

19m

Veranda

SECOND
FLOOR
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Office 201 includes a garden and veranda of 31m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

33.7m

Lift

Lift

Veranda

Office 301
Veranda

19m

THIRD
FLOOR
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Office 301 includes a garden and veranda of 26m2
with an office space area of 430m2.

33.7m

Lift

Lift

Veranda

Office 401

Veranda
19m

4th

FOURTH
FLOOR
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Office 401 includes a garden and veranda of 19m2
with an office space area of 430m2.
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“In a constant effort to enhance the property and living experience of its properties, Imperio reserves the right
to change features and amenities without notice. Dimensions and floor plan layouts are approximate. Building
illustrations are design concepts only. Images are for illustrative purpose only. View shots are representational
and are not intended to reflect actual views from any particular unit. Models do not reflect racial preference.
Noble Centre is owned by Rosmarco Ltd, a subsidiary of Imperio.”
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info@noble-centre.com

131 Gladstonos Street, 3032 Limassol, Cyprus

